Golf's Most Common Weed-Control Challenges

By Jim Brosnan, Ph.D., University of Tennessee

When applied to golf courses, the definition offered by Aldrich (1984) holds true: a weed is a plant that originated in a natural environment and, in response to imposed or natural environments, has evolved, and continues to do so, as an interfering associate with functional turfgrass quality, but also that they are a product of both the natural growing environment and imposed maintenance practices.

When is the last time you checked the depth of the sand in your bunkers? Maintaining proper sand depth has a profound impact on the playability and performance of bunkers. Fortunately, creative techniques can be used to improve efficiency and uniformity when adjusting bunker sand depth.

Reduced root depth and density can necessitate a change in water management and cultural programs like aeration. As the dog days of summer come to an end, remember to consider the stresses that have affected turf root systems at your course.

Looking for a unique way to motivate staff at your golf course? One Wyoming superintendent is using to motivate golf course maintenance staff.

The USGA Green Section is divided into four regions staffed by agronomists who work with golf facilities on care of the golf course. USGA agronomists provide regular regional updates outlining current issues and observations from the field. Be sure to view updates from multiple regions as featured ideas, techniques and solutions to problems often apply to other parts of the country.

The USGA Green Section Record now includes an interactive digital collection of supporting articles, a photo gallery and videos that provide additional, relevant information on the subject.

The collections can be viewed online in a user-friendly digital magazine format, saved as a PDF or printed. We hope you find this new feature to be a useful resource.
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